
EACH YEAR, IT SEEMS MORE DIFFICULT for our  

nation to face and resolve difficult issues. Leaders  

often avoid important questions altogether. Confi-

dence in governing institutions has fallen. Many  

Americans see mainstream media as biased, while  

social media have become a sort of echo chamber 

where people reinforce their own fixed beliefs. And 

 in many cases, people say they are reluctant even  

to speak to family members or neighbors about  

important issues on which they may disagree. 

In response, the National Issues Forums network has 

joined with Public Agenda, USA TODAY, and the Kettering 

Foundation in an election year initiative called Hidden  

Common Ground. Combining Public Agenda’s in-depth 

opinion research and special coverage from USA TODAY and 

America Amplified, a public radio network, the initiative 

will focus on key issues, examining where the public is truly 

divided and where common ground could be found. NIF’s 

network of local organizations is providing opportunities for 

people across the country to deliberate and exchange ideas 

about issues such as divisiveness, health care, immigration, 

and the economy. 

In this brief we summarize the results of the first phase 

of this project, a nationwide series of deliberative forums on  

A House Divided: What Would We Have to Give Up to Get the 

Political System We Want? During 2019, an array of organiza-

tions—libraries, civic associations, universities, community 

groups, and others—held nonpartisan public deliberations 

in local communities across the country with additional 

forums occurring online. 

A House Divided:
What Would We Have to Give Up to Get  
the Political System We Want?
Observations from Nationwide Deliberative Forums

The forums were locally organized and moderated, 

using a nonpartisan issue guide prepared by the Kettering 

Foundation specifically for nonexperts. Participants in these 

deliberative forums typically exchange views for about two 

hours. 

This summary captures the thinking of people from 

many walks of life who took the time to talk about their 

views and weigh their choices on this important issue.1   

Although most convenors work hard to bring different seg-

ments of their communities together, forum participants are 

not a random sample of the general public, so these findings 

should not be read as the result of formal opinion research. 

Rather, the public thinking reflected in these forums can 

provide an understanding of how people think when they 

wrestle with the trade-offs raised by suggested solutions to 

the most difficult public issues. 

Specifically, the forums centered on three broad options:

• Reduce Dangerous Toxic Talk: Option One 

centers on ways to make the media more balanced 

and to reduce toxic talk on social media.

• Make Fairer Rules for Politics: Option Two 

explores ways to reduce political polarization, for 

example, by reducing gerrymandering so candidates 

must appeal to broader electorates or by making it 

easier for all citizens to vote.

• Move Decisions Closer to Home: Option 

Three suggests returning more decision-making 

about major issues, such as education, to local levels 

of government. 2 

Six key insights emerged from the forums. 



1. Participants were deeply engaged with  
the topic of divisiveness.

The problems of divisiveness and toxic talk were a  

major concern for almost everyone who participated. Forum 

attendees were often talking about this topic even before 

the formal sessions started. A participant from Mississippi  

emphasized the pervasiveness of the problem:

Divisiveness is a distraction; it affects civility, 
creates tyranny, destroys organization, 
constitutional structures, and democratic 
structure; it destroys the root of the tree. 

While some people pointed out examples of polariza-

tion going back to the time of the nation’s founders,  

most agreed that the problem today is worse than ever.  

A participant in a Long Island forum said: 

When you read about the founders and past 
presidents … they were saying terrible things 
then, too, but they didn’t have social media 
and cable news. 

The deliberations in the forums were not characterized 

by the toxicity that people see all around them, and  

many participants took note of this. A college student in 

Connecticut said:

I usually don’t talk about issues like this  
except with people I know well; here  
I was talking to people I hardly knew, but  
I felt safe expressing my opinions.  

The moderators often commented that people who 

seemed initially shy or reluctant to speak often joined in as 

the discussion continued. 

2. Participants often saw leaders and the media 
as the worst culprits, but they also recognized 
their own role.  

In the eyes of forum participants, elected leaders and 

the media are a huge part of the problem, encouraging and 

magnifying the debate. A moderator in Jacksonville Beach, 

Florida, summarized the forum conversation this way:

Several people expressed disgust for elected 
officials who use derogatory language and  
behavior that media outlets latch onto and 
amplify, thus interfering with civil discourse  
and respect for differences of opinion. 

Social media received even sharper criticisms from 

many of the forum participants. As one person said in an 

online forum:

Social media limits us to folks who share our 
views, and we get a distorted view of reality.  
I am guessing the other side does, too.

Indeed, people frequently mentioned that  

divisiveness has now invaded even their home lives:

My family is also quite literally a “house 
divided.”  We have different views on politics 
and society, and this often causes conflict. 
If we could try to see each other’s points of 
view and find a common ground on how  
to fix the issues in our country, it would  
be much more productive than arguing  
or trying to change each other’s minds  
(online forum).

3. Participants weighed their disapproval  
of the media against a deep concern about  
maintaining freedom of expression.

Given their concern that the media are exacerbating  

political polarization, one might expect support for imposing 

restrictions on the media, such as a return to the “fairness 

doctrine” that required broadcast media to present both 

sides of controversial issues. While such restrictions had an  

immediate appeal to some participants, as the discussion 

developed, we also heard from others their deeply held 

commitments to freedom of expression. Sometimes this 

took the form of thoughtful exchanges between partici-

pants, as described by a moderator in Georgia:
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Reducing dangerous toxic talk generated 
the most divisions. Some wanted to curtail 
it; others said the trade-offs were not viable 
because they would ultimately infringe on 
freedom of speech, which would be more 
dangerous than the toxic talk itself.   

Other people expressed this as an internal conflict:

As we talked, I became more conflicted. I 
heard the frustration about the amount of 
misinformation, and I also became more 
nervous about who the “truth” police would 
be (online forum). 

4. Most participants voiced enthusiasm for  
major election reforms.

In contrast to participants’ conflicted views on curbing  

toxic talk in the media, most seemed to support major  

election reforms. Some were disturbed by news stories 

about long lines at the polls in some districts, while voters  

in other districts had hardly any wait. Students talked  

about the difficulty of getting absentee ballots. An online 

participant put it this way: 

In some cases, yes, the requirements for  
voting are burdensome. There are many  
stories of people having to go to great 
lengths to cast their vote, only to be denied. 

Some of the trade-offs—for example, that expanding 

voter participation might also increase voter fraud—were 

dismissed as problems that should be solvable. Participants 

also said they supported other reform measures such as 

reducing gerrymandering by having districts drawn by 

citizens’ commissions or strengthening election reform and 

restricting lobbying. 

5. After deliberating, many participants had  
second thoughts about greater local control  
as a way to reduce divisiveness. 

The idea of moving decision-making to more local  

venues had an initial appeal for many people. A college 

student in Connecticut, for example, said:

I like the idea of relying less on the federal 
government and bringing more issues down 
to the local level.

But as the conversations went on, some participants 

began to see more problems with greater reliance on local 

control. Some called for a nuanced approach. An online 

participant said: 

I don’t think we need to take an either/or  
position. Some issues are better handled 
locally. Others need the resources and  
expertise at the national level.

Others were concerned that discussing issues at the 

local level could lead to even more painful polarization: 

I am all for greater local control, but at  
such a divisive time, I’m not sure it’s a good 
option (online forum). 

For many people in the forums, the idea of relegating 

decision-making on more issues to the local level sounded 

good in theory, but when they looked at it in practical  

terms, they began to see its limitations. Even for the idea 

that education should be directed locally, some participants 

saw a need for some form of national criteria. As one online 

participant said: 

Even for education, there should be a federal 
baseline—like that learning-disabled students 
must be served.

6. Most participants held that polarization and 
toxicity are not problems that can be addressed 
solely by changes in policy. 

Typically, in thinking about divisiveness, citizens saw 

it differently from the way experts do. Experts are drawn 

to structural and policy solutions that can be legislated or 

implemented practically. In contrast, ordinary people often 

approach issues from an individual and values framework.  

While individuals might agree that social media algorithms 
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reinforce a toxic online echo chamber, they more often see 

the real issue as a decay in moral values, such as respect and 

civility. As a moderator in New Orleans said, in his group 

there was  “a huge focus on values.” 

For many forum participants, the problems in our 

national discourse are a symptom of broader social problems 

that spring from the way we raise our children. One online 

forum member suggested this solution to polarization and 

toxicity:

I’d start with grade schools on the listening 
practices. I agree, because young students 
are learning how to public speak and  
present but not how to listen to their peers.

Another online participant made the point more  

directly:

Sometimes watching politicians talk to each 
other seems like small children arguing. 

For many participants, two conclusions follow from this 

way of thinking. The first is that, at best, legal and structural 

changes can only reduce the problem of divisiveness. As one 

online participant said:

 You can make laws, but you can’t make 
people polite.

The second implication is that change, if it comes at all, 

will come only slowly, as this online comment highlighted: 

If we can teach young children to behave 
better, then maybe the future will be better 
(but maybe not in my lifetime).

1 To prepare this summary, we have reviewed reports from moderators and  
observers and examined post-forum questionnaires completed by more 
than 1,000 participants. 
2 The full issue guide used by participants can be downloaded without 
charge at https://www.nifi.org/en/issue-guide/house-divided.
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